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Laddie Boy! you lie there list'ning
For a step that never comes
— That noise rolling in the distance
Is the beat of fun'r'al drums;
'Tis for him — the man you worship
— Do not strain brown eyes of love
Laddie Boy, your master's footsteps
Tread Celestial paths above.

He is gone — a nation's mourning —
Many eyes are dim with pain;
Not alone your dog heart's breaking
For a glimpse of him — again,
Laddie Boy, the price of living
Brings sore hearts — like yours to-day;
But your master in his going
Points for us the better way.

As you wait — brown eyes aglisten
For a master's face that's gone —
He is smiling at you, Laddie,
From the peace of the Beyond.
But his name goes down Immortal —
Death's the price he had to pay;
And he left a nation grieving,
Laddy Boy, with you today.
Laddie Boy, He's Gone
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Laddie Boy, you lie there listening
As you wait brown eyes aglisten,
For a step that never comes;
That noise rolling in the distance
He is smiling at you Laddie From the gone.
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He is gone-a na-tion's mourn-ing, Man-y eyes are dim with
pain, Not a lone, your dog heart's breaking For a

glimpse of him again Lad-die Boy, the price of

living, brings sore hearts, like yours to-
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YOUR GARDEN IN MY HEART

Here is a song that you will want to add to your collection as soon as you hear it.

There is "that something" about both the words and melody that captivates you instantly and it seems impossible to get enough of it.

The piano accompaniment is a real musical gem—beautiful and melodious and still easy to play.

We know of no other song that will show off a voice so well, with so little effort as "YOUR GARDEN IN MY HEART"

Ask to have the entire song played for you.

REFRAIN.

With-in this heart of mine, there blooms a gar-den fair—

Each pre-ty rose, sweet-heart, you plant-ed there.

Each lit-tle seed of kind-ness sown,

Into a flow'r of love has
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This piece is on sale at all up-to-date music counters. Stop in and ask to have it played. If for any reason you cannot obtain copy from your dealer, send 30c in stamps or silver and complete copy will be mailed immediately.
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